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Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cyber Security Operations Center conveys MITRE's
accumulated expertise on enterprise-grade computer network defense. It covers ten key
qualities of leading Cyber Security Operations Centers (CSOCs), ranging from their structure
and organization, to processes that best enable smooth operations, to approaches that extract
maximum value from key CSOC technology investments. This book offers perspective and
context for key decision points in structuring a CSOC, such as what capabilities to offer, how to
architect large-scale data collection and analysis, and how to prepare the CSOC team for
agile, threat-based response. If you manage, work in, or are standing up a CSOC, this book is
for you. It is also available on MITRE's website, www.mitre.org.
Living in exile after failing in his job as an investigator of religious groups and supernatural
claims, Justin March, a man from a near-future world decimated by religious extremists, is
invited to join an elite branch of the military.
Tired of counting calories, eliminating foods from your diet, or obsessing about food all day? If
so, an intermittent fasting lifestyle might be for you! In this book, you will learn the science
behind intermittent fasting, and also understand how to adjust the various intermittent fasting
plans to work for your unique lifestyle. The best part about intermittent fasting is that it doesn't
require you to give up your favorite foods! You'll learn how to change WHEN to eat, so you
don't have to change WHAT you eat. Are you ready to take control of your health, and finally
step off of the diet roller coaster? All you have to do is learn how to "delay, don't deny!"
The Italian General Giulio Douhet reigns as one of the twentieth century’s foremost strategic
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air power theorists. As such scholars as Raymond Flugel have pointed out, Douhet’s theories
were crucial at a pivotal pre-World War II Army Air Force institution, the Air Corps Tactical
School.
Take control of your insurance claim! Collect hundreds or thousands more dollars you're
already entitled to recover!
An international best-seller with more than one million copies in print and a winner of France's
Prix Goncourt, The Lover has been acclaimed by critics all over the world since its first
publication in 1984. Set in the prewar Indochina of Marguerite Duras's childhood, this is the
haunting tale of a tumultuous affair between an adolescent French girl and her Chinese lover.
In spare yet luminous prose, Duras evokes life on the margins of Saigon in the waning days of
France's colonial empire, and its representation in the passionate relationship between two
unforgettable outcasts. Long unavailable in hardcover, this edition of The Lover includes a new
introduction by Maxine Hong Kingston that looks back at Duras's world from an intriguing new
perspective--that of a visitor to Vietnam today.
LEARN HOW THE MODERN INSURANCE INDUSTRY FUNCTIONS AND DYSFUNCTIONS
With Pay Up!, attorney Chip Merlin exposes the bad faith practices of insurance companies
that take advantage of their own customers. The claims process has become so automated
that legitimate claims are denied without ever being seen by human eyes. Exceptions and
exclusions are buried within small print that can bury your claim. Many claims departments
operate under a culture of paranoia in which legitimate claims are denied, sometimes
accidentally, sometimes not. Cost-cutting measures birth "self-serve" policies that force the
policyholder to do the insurer's job. Insurance lobbyists are so enmeshed in the political
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process that it can be hard to know whose side industry regulators are on. Commercial and
individual policyholders pay premiums with the understanding that insurers will pay claims
fairly, fully, and promptly. It's time for the insurance industry to Pay Up!
What is this book about?This book will help sharpen your senses for taking on greater
challenges in your professional development. The value of this book is in setting the right
growth mindset for approaching insurance repairs and developing habits that will lead you
down the path of success with the resources available to you. * If you are new to estimating
property damage repairs, this book will help you to form a much better understanding of the
framework for clear and consistent estimates. * If you have been using working in property
restoration and using Xactimate for a while but have been frustrated with poor results, this
book will help you correct many of those bad habits that commonly plague poorly structured
teams. * If you are an adjuster or a claims review professional, this will help you understand
the estimating dynamics and will be a tool that will help you better converse with restoration
professionals. ?* If one of your responsibilities is to train estimators and/or build a team, this
book will help you to present the foundational information to your team members and will
provide them with resources that will supplement your hands on training.
Maybe this is your first or second claim. It's their million-and-first claim, this year! Here are
three things insurance companies don't want you to know will happen after the disaster.
Delay, Deny, DefendWhy Insurance Companies Don't Pay Claims and what You Can Do about
itPenguin
An argument that what makes science distinctive is its emphasis on evidence and scientists'
willingness to change theories on the basis of new evidence. Attacks on science have become
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commonplace. Claims that climate change isn't settled science, that evolution is “only a
theory,” and that scientists are conspiring to keep the truth about vaccines from the public are
staples of some politicians' rhetorical repertoire. Defenders of science often point to its
discoveries (penicillin! relativity!) without explaining exactly why scientific claims are superior.
In this book, Lee McIntyre argues that what distinguishes science from its rivals is what he
calls “the scientific attitude”—caring about evidence and being willing to change theories on the
basis of new evidence. The history of science is littered with theories that were scientific but
turned out to be wrong; the scientific attitude reveals why even a failed theory can help us to
understand what is special about science. McIntyre offers examples that illustrate both
scientific success (a reduction in childbed fever in the nineteenth century) and failure (the
flawed “discovery” of cold fusion in the twentieth century). He describes the transformation of
medicine from a practice based largely on hunches into a science based on evidence;
considers scientific fraud; examines the positions of ideology-driven denialists,
pseudoscientists, and “skeptics” who reject scientific findings; and argues that social science,
no less than natural science, should embrace the scientific attitude. McIntyre argues that the
scientific attitude—the grounding of science in evidence—offers a uniquely powerful tool in the
defense of science.
From New York Times Bestselling Author Maria V. Snyder Choose: a quick death… or slow
poison… Locked deep in the palace dungeon for killing her abuser, Yelena knows she’ll never
be free again. The laws in Ixia are strict, and murderers must be executed, no matter the
reason. But just as she’s resigned herself to her fate, she’s offered an extraordinary reprieve.
As the food taster, Yelena will eat the best meals, have rooms in the palace—and risk
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assassination by anyone trying to kill the Commander of Ixia. To make matters worse, the chief
of security deliberately feeds her Butterfly’s Dust, and only by appearing for her daily antidote
will she delay an agonizing death from the poison. As Yelena tries to escape her new dilemma,
disasters keep mounting. Rebels plot to seize Ixia and Yelena develops magical powers she
can’t control. Her life is threatened again, and in order to survive, she must unravel the secrets
behind the past she’s been running from. The Chronicles of Ixia Series by Maria V Snyder
Book One: Poison Study Book Two: Magic Study Book Three: Fire Study Book Four: Storm
Glass Book Five: Sea Glass Book Six: Spy Glass Book Seven: Shadow Study Book Eight:
Night Study Book Nine: Dawn Study
“I don’t want you to rehabilitate me,” Philip Roth said to his only authorized biographer, Blake
Bailey. “Just make me interesting.” Granted complete independence and access, Bailey spent
almost ten years poring over Roth’s personal archive, interviewing his friends, lovers, and
colleagues, and listening to Roth’s own breathtakingly candid confessions. Cynthia Ozick, in
her front-page rave for the New York Times Book Review, described Bailey’s monumental
biography as “a narrative masterwork … As in a novel, what is seen at first to be casual chance
is revealed at last to be a steady and powerfully demanding drive. … under Bailey’s strong light
what remains on the page is one writer’s life as it was lived, and?almost?as it was felt."
Though Roth is generally considered an autobiographical novelist—his alter-egos include not
only the Roth-like writer Nathan Zuckerman, but also a recurring character named Philip
Roth—relatively little is known about the actual life on which so vast an oeuvre was supposedly
based. Bailey reveals a man who, by design, led a highly compartmentalized life: a tireless
champion of dissident writers behind the Iron Curtain on the one hand, Roth was also the
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Mickey Sabbath-like roué who pursued scandalous love affairs and aspired “[t]o affront and
affront and affront till there was no one on earth unaffronted"—the man who was pilloried by his
second wife, the actress Claire Bloom, in her 1996 memoir, Leaving a Doll’s House. Towering
above it all was Roth’s achievement: thirty-one books that give us “the truest picture we have
of the way we live now,” as the poet Mark Strand put it in his remarks for Roth’s Gold Medal at
the 2001 American Academy of Arts and Letters ceremonial. Tracing Roth’s path from realism
to farce to metafiction to the tragic masterpieces of the American Trilogy, Bailey explores
Roth’s engagement with nearly every aspect of postwar American culture.
Shows President Obama making the critical decisions on the Afghanistan War, the secret war
in Pakistan, and the worldwide fight against terrorism.
Environmental information is important for successful planning and execution of naval
operations. A thorough understanding of environmental variability greatly increases the
likelihood of mission success. To ensure that naval forces have the most up-to-date
capabilities, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) has an extensive environmental research
program. This research, to be of greatest use to the warfighter, needs to be directed towards
assisting and solving battlefield problems. To increase research community understanding of
the operational demands placed on naval operators and to facilitate discussion between these
two groups, the National Research Council's (NRC) Ocean Studies Board (OSB), working with
ONR and the Office of the Oceanographer of the Navy, convened five previous symposia on
tactical oceanography. Oceanography and Mine Warfare examines the following issues: (1)
how environmental data are used in current mine warfare doctrine, (2) current procedures for
in situ collection of data, (3) the present capabilities of the Navy's oceanographic community to
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provide supporting information for mine warfare operations, and (4) the ability of
oceanographic research and technology developments to enhance current mine warfare
capabilities. This report primarily concentrates on the importance of oceanographic data for
mine countermeasures.
It's the story the insurance industry doesn't want you to know. Now, for the first time, the story
in the legal book From Good Hands to Boxing Gloves is available to the public. Find out for
yourself why insurance companies are improperly denying claims, delaying them, and
defending them at trial. The book takes you from the ideas which masterminded Enron,
through their impact on the insurance industry, and the resulting claim denials in everything
from minor auto accidents to Hurricane Katrina claims. Author David Berardinelli is the trial
lawyer who diligently worked to become the first to obtain the "McKinsey Documents"
unprotected. He discusses how these documents teach insurers to profit by denying
policyholders "good hands" to treat them with "boxing gloves." Learn how Allstate has earned
the highest profits in insurance company history during the years with our country's largest
natural disasters.
Be Intentional: Culture Introduction by: Michelle BlevinsAuthors: Lisa LavenderAndrew G
McCabeJeremy WatkinDr. Leroy Nunery IIDavid PrincetonLuke DraegerJonathan L.
IsaacsonChris StanleyElan PasmanickPublisher: The DYOJOEditors: Jonathan L. Isaacson
and Tiffany AcuffHow do the small things that you do contribute to enhancing or undermining
your culture?Featuring a poem on culture by Elan "Born to Repair" Pasmanick The second
book from The DYOJO Publications will be a collaborative effort with leaders in various
industries sharing their experiences developing thriving cultures. In business, the question with
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regards to culture is not whether your organization has a culture. The question you should be
asking is whether your culture has evolved by chance or because you have been intentional in
developing it.If your goal is to have a healthy and thriving team, culture is the means through
which you care for your organization. If you can identify, build, and staff around a culture that
enhances your values, then your combined efforts will have greater focus and potency. The
development of a culture becomes, through the process, a means of attracting, fostering, and
retaining good team members. In short, take care of the culture because the culture is what
cares for your people. If you want a better culture, the first step is to STOP doing those things
that are undermining your development. This alone will help your growth. You accelerate this
reduction of dysfunction by STARTING to identify and act upon those habits that enhance your
culture. Applying both the stop and the start and you will soon be making noticeable advances
towards your goals. We know bad culture when we see it, yet it may not always lend itself to
clear definitions. If you are still reading this book than you understand that: Taking care of your
culture is critical to taking care of your people. Taking care of your people is essential to taking
care of your customers. Taking care of your customers is the foundation of a sustainable
business. Therefore, developing, adapting, and caring for your culture is vital to your vitality as
an organization. Your input of time, effort, and resources towards developing an intentional
culture is directly linked to achieving optimal business outputs.As we continue to dig into this
subject matter, the question we are asking is: What are some of the small things that have
helped to enhance or undermine culture in the experiences of our talented group of authors?
www.thedyojo.com/bo
Argues that insurance companies have developed unethical practices of delaying or denying
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legitimate claims, sharing dozens of stories involving major insurers while counseling readers
on how to make insurance buying decisions and pursue disputed claims.
When someone suffers a serious loss at their home or business, one of the first things they
often think is this: “At least I have insurance.” But the claims process is deviously designed to
pay only pennies on the dollar for losses. Furthermore, if you take an insurance company to
court, you’ll find that the legal system is stacked against you. David Skipton brings his many
years of claims adjusting experience to help you avoid the pitfalls in the claims process. Learn
how to: recognize the tricks insurance companies play to cheat you out of money; take steps to
improve your chances of enjoying a favorable outcome on a claim; and receive fair
compensation in the event of an insurance payout. It doesn’t matter if you own a business or a
home—if you have an active claim or not—it’s important to demystify the claims process. It
begins by learning how to protect your best interests and learning how to play The Claims
Game.
Acts and Monuments by John Foxe, popularly abridged as Foxe's Book of Martyrs, is a
celebrated work of church history and martyrology, first published in English in 1563 by John
Day. Published early in the reign of Queen Elizabeth I and only five years after the death of the
Roman Catholic Queen Mary I, Foxe's Acts and Monuments was an affirmation of the
Protestant Reformation in England during a period of religious conflict between Catholics and
Protestants. Foxe's account of church history asserted a historical justification that was
intended to establish the Church of England as a continuation of the true Christian church
rather than as a modern innovation, and it contributed significantly to a nationalistic repudiation
of the Roman Catholic Church. The sequence of the work, initially in five books, covered first
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early Christian martyrs, a brief history of the medieval church, including the Inquisitions, and a
history of the Wycliffite or Lollard movement. It then dealt with the reigns of Henry VIII and
Edward VI, during which the dispute with Rome had led to the separation of the English
Church from papal authority and the issuance of the Book of Common Prayer. The final book
treated the reign of Queen Mary and the Marian Persecutions. (courtesy of wikipedia.com)
"[A] fully updated survey of American law that incorporates fresh materials on recent Supreme
Court cases, the latest developments in Internet law, and sensational criminal trials"--Flap
page 1 of dust jacket.
'A must-read ... satisfying, rich ... loaded with flavour' Sunday Telegraph This book is a
celebration of food. By food, Michael Pollan means real, proper, simple food - not the kind that
comes in a packet, or has lists of unpronounceable ingredients, or that makes nutritional claims
about how healthy it is. More like the kind of food your great-grandmother would recognize. In
Defence of Food is a simple invitation to junk the science, ditch the diet and instead rediscover
the joys of eating well. By following a few pieces of advice (Eat at a table - a desk doesn't
count. Don't buy food where you'd buy your petrol!), you will enrich your life and your palate,
and enlarge your sense of what it means to be healthy and happy. It's time to fall in love with
food again. For the past twenty years, Michael Pollan has been writing about the places where
the human and natural worlds intersect: food, agriculture, gardens, drugs, and architecture. His
most recent book, about the ethics and ecology of eating, is The Omnivore's Dilemma, named
one of the ten best books of 2006 by the New York Times and the Washington Post. He is also
the author of The Botany of Desire, A Place of My Own and Second Nature.
Rhiow seems a perfectly ordinary New York City cat. Or so her humans think--but she is much
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more than she appears. With her partners Saash and Urruah, she collaborates with human
wizards, protecting the earth from dark forces and helping to maintain the network of magical
gateways between different realities.
An expose of insurance injustice and a plan for consumers and lawmakers to fight it Over the
last two decades, insurance has become less of a safety net and more of a spider's web: sticky
and complicated, designed to ensnare as much as to aid. Insurance companies now often try
to delay payment of justified claims, deny payment altogether, and defend these actions by
forcing claimants to enter litigation. Jay M. Feinman, a legal scholar and insurance expert,
explains how these trends developed, how the government ought to fix the system, and what
the rest of us can do to protect ourselves. He shows that the denial of valid claims is not
occasional or accidental or the fault of a few bad employees. It's the result of an increasing and
systematic focus on maximizing profits by major companies such as Allstate and State Farm.
Citing dozens of stories of victims who were unfairly denied payment, Feinman explains how
people can be more cautious when shopping for policies and what to do when pursuing a
disputed claim. He also lays out a plan for the legal reforms needed to prevent future abuses.
This exposé will help drive the discussion of this increasingly hot- button issue.

Examines landmark Supreme Court decisions, including United States v. Nixon,
Plessy v. Ferguson, and Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka.
A madman brutally murders two men--both with ties to an ugly secret shared by
Eve's new husband, Roarke.
"An excellent and readable account of the toxic waste crisis in Woburn,
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Massachusetts, and the courageous efforts by local citizens to protect their
community. The Woburn story is an inspiring lesson for citizens across the
country struggling to protect the environment from polluters and unresponsive
government officials."—Senator Edward Kennedy
His common sense approach to sharing techniques on how to make you a great
adjuster and providing easy to apply techniques is not seen in most books. After
reading this book you will find yourself with many techniques on how to be
efficient at what you do, producing great claim files while amazing your
customers. His promise to just give key facts will allow anyone to use this book
as a reference for years to come. What a refreshing presentation that is geared
to truly helping adjusters be great, without having to sift through needless
information. Danny lays out a tried and true formula for becoming a great, well
rounded adjuster with a fantastic approach to adjusting claims. And Danny does
it all in an excellent way that will stay with you long after you finish his book. I
highly recommend that all adjusters, from the newest adjuster just entering the
property insurance industry to the most experienced adjusters at the tail end of
their career, take the time to read and study this outstanding book.
Written by Bill Wilson, the U.S.A.'s foremost authority on insurance policy
language: Practical and entertaining guide to understanding insurance policies.
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The culmination of a legendary career that stretches over six decades. Learn
from the actual stories of thousands of real-life claims. Learn a rock-solid
foundation to anchor your technical insurance knowledge. There is simply no
substitute for experience, and in this book, Bill distills 50] years of insurance
experience, shared with the love of an educator. Nothing destroys your
customers' trust more than a bad claims experience. If you're an agent, you sell
promises. Promises that somebody else (a claims adjuster) has to deliver on.
That puts you in a tough situation. This book will pay for itself many times over if
it helps you save a single client, and it's going to save you many customers over
the years. Decades of deep, technical insurance experience distilled into a simple
book It's like having a mentor who is a world-class technical expert, and at the
same time, a passionate and dedicated educator. Chock full of practical
examples. This is not a theoretical manual; it's a deeply practical, interesting, and
entertaining read that will be useful for decades to come.
Includes an author interview and an excerpt from A sudden, fearful death.
Documents the troubling influence of a small group of scientists who the author
contends misrepresent scientific facts to advance key political and economic
agendas, revealing the interests behind their detractions on findings about acid
rain, DDT, and other hazards.
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Do you know what "quatrefoil" and "impolitic" mean? What about "halcyon" or
"narcolepsy"? This book is a handy, easy-to-read reference guide to the proper
parlance for any situation. In this book you will find: Words You Absolutely
Should Know (covert, exonerate, perimeter); Words You Should Know But
Probably Don't (dour, incendiary, scintilla); Words Most People Don't Know
(schlimazel, thaumaturgy, epergne); Words You Should Know to Sound
Overeducated (ad infinitum, nugatory, garrulity); Words You Probably Shouldn't
Know (priapic, damnatory, labia majora); and more. Whether writing an essay,
studying for a test, or trying to impress friends, family, and fellow cocktail party
guests with their prolixity, you will achieve magniloquence, ebullience, and flights
of rhetorical brilliance.
In this fifth edition of his bestselling classic, Jay Feinman provides an authoritative and up-todate overview of the American legal system. In the years since the publication of the fourth
edition, there have been many important developments on the legal front. The Supreme Court
has issued important decisions on presidential powers, freedom of religion, and personal
liberty. Police shootings and the rise of Black Lives Matter has impacted the court system too.
The rise of arbitration at the expense of jury trials has affected the rights of consumers, and
internet law remains in a state of constant change. This fully updated fifth edition of Law 101
accounts for all these developments and more, as Feinman once again provides a clear
introduction to American law. The book covers all the main subjects taught in the first year of
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law school, and discusses every facet of the American legal tradition, including constitutional
law, the litigation process, and criminal, property, and contracts law. To illustrate how the legal
system works, Feinman draws from noteworthy, infamous, and even outrageous examples and
cases. We learn about the case involving scalding coffee that cost McDonald's half a million
dollars, the murder trial in Victorian London that gave us the legal definition of insanity, and the
epochal decision of Marbury vs. Madison that gave the Supreme Court the power to declare
state and federal law unconstitutional. A key to learning about the law is understanding legal
vocabulary, and Feinman helps by clarifying terms like "due process" and "equal protection,"
as well as by drawing distinctions between terms like "murder" and "manslaughter." Above all,
Feinman reveals to readers of all kinds that despite its complexities and quirks, the law can be
understood by everyone. Perfect for students contemplating law school, journalists covering
legislature, or even casual fans of "court-television" shows, Law 101 is a clear and accessible
introduction to the American legal system.
*THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER* ‘An astonishing book’ James O’Brien ‘A gripping,
devastating read’ Sunday Times ‘This is a scandal’ Piers Morgan
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the
planet, and escape a doomed Earth.
A concise introduction to the basics of open access, describing what it is (and isn't) and
showing that it is easy, fast, inexpensive, legal, and beneficial. The Internet lets us share
perfect copies of our work with a worldwide audience at virtually no cost. We take advantage of
this revolutionary opportunity when we make our work “open access”: digital, online, free of
charge, and free of most copyright and licensing restrictions. Open access is made possible by
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the Internet and copyright-holder consent, and many authors, musicians, filmmakers, and other
creators who depend on royalties are understandably unwilling to give their consent. But for
350 years, scholars have written peer-reviewed journal articles for impact, not for money, and
are free to consent to open access without losing revenue. In this concise introduction, Peter
Suber tells us what open access is and isn't, how it benefits authors and readers of research,
how we pay for it, how it avoids copyright problems, how it has moved from the periphery to
the mainstream, and what its future may hold. Distilling a decade of Suber's influential writing
and thinking about open access, this is the indispensable book on the subject for researchers,
librarians, administrators, funders, publishers, and policy makers.
A riveting, deeply personal account of history in the making—from the president who inspired us
to believe in the power of democracy #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAACP IMAGE
AWARD NOMINEE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The Washington Post • Jennifer Szalai, The New York Times • NPR • The Guardian • Marie
Claire In the stirring, highly anticipated first volume of his presidential memoirs, Barack Obama
tells the story of his improbable odyssey from young man searching for his identity to leader of
the free world, describing in strikingly personal detail both his political education and the
landmark moments of the first term of his historic presidency—a time of dramatic transformation
and turmoil. Obama takes readers on a compelling journey from his earliest political aspirations
to the pivotal Iowa caucus victory that demonstrated the power of grassroots activism to the
watershed night of November 4, 2008, when he was elected 44th president of the United
States, becoming the first African American to hold the nation’s highest office. Reflecting on
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the presidency, he offers a unique and thoughtful exploration of both the awesome reach and
the limits of presidential power, as well as singular insights into the dynamics of U.S. partisan
politics and international diplomacy. Obama brings readers inside the Oval Office and the
White House Situation Room, and to Moscow, Cairo, Beijing, and points beyond. We are privy
to his thoughts as he assembles his cabinet, wrestles with a global financial crisis, takes the
measure of Vladimir Putin, overcomes seemingly insurmountable odds to secure passage of
the Affordable Care Act, clashes with generals about U.S. strategy in Afghanistan, tackles Wall
Street reform, responds to the devastating Deepwater Horizon blowout, and authorizes
Operation Neptune’s Spear, which leads to the death of Osama bin Laden. A Promised Land
is extraordinarily intimate and introspective—the story of one man’s bet with history, the faith of
a community organizer tested on the world stage. Obama is candid about the balancing act of
running for office as a Black American, bearing the expectations of a generation buoyed by
messages of “hope and change,” and meeting the moral challenges of high-stakes decisionmaking. He is frank about the forces that opposed him at home and abroad, open about how
living in the White House affected his wife and daughters, and unafraid to reveal self-doubt and
disappointment. Yet he never wavers from his belief that inside the great, ongoing American
experiment, progress is always possible. This beautifully written and powerful book captures
Barack Obama’s conviction that democracy is not a gift from on high but something founded
on empathy and common understanding and built together, day by day.
Powerfully and movingly written by a number of Press staffers and illustrated with striking
images from the Press team. DVD includes footage taken 10 minutes after the quake, many
personal stories plus the incredible footage that screened at the Day of Remembrance.
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Content includes: - Prelude to a disaster - What Christchurch was doing on February 22. How
the debate of the September 4/Boxing Day quakes was continuing, how those events had
shaped lives. - The Event - First hand accounts, the effect on buildings/people. How different
areas of the city were affected - Lyttelton/Sumner/Redcliffs. CTV/Forsythe Barr/Pyne Gould
Buildings. - An overview of the first hours after the main tremor, extending it into the first night.
The official response. The international response. - The science of the earthquake - where
centred, duration, energy released etc. Lots of graphs, maps and data. - Survivors stories - the
mounting death toll, stories of tragedy and heroism, loss of heritage buildings, Grand
Chancellor Hotel, international and local response (hospitals, search teams etc) - The
aftermath, the search and rescue/recovery, the civil defence team, the emerging toll, the
stories (The Bagpipe Kid, babies born, Farmy army), eastern suburbs claims of being
forgotten, the student army, I thought you were dead column, looters in court. - Through to the
Day Of Remembrance "Grief is the price we pay for love" (Prince William) - The rebuilding of
Christchurch.
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